As technology of manufacturing storage medium advances, data storage capacity has been increasing exponentially. This pervasiveness has made a forensic examination time-consuming and difficult. If a file system of data storage remains intact, an examiner can find files that would be important evidence by analyzing hierarchy, name, time information, etc. of files and folders. However, as anti-forensic techniques such as metadata destruction and disk format are widely known, the data search based on the file system becomes more impractical. Besides, significant evidences could be stored in the unallocated area; investigating the entire area of data storage is still important. The famous methods of exploring the existence of evidence are hash comparison and random sampling. The hash comparison that calculates hash for all sectors and compares them can detect all fragments of the evidence. However, it requires an enormous amount of time and computing resources. Whereas the random sampling takes much less time as it exploits a portion of data storage, but it involves the risk of false-negative; this fact is critical to forensic examiners. In this paper, we blend the merits of both methods to make false-negative zero and to reduce the processing time extremely at the same time. We use 16-byte values in a sector instead of traditional hash to filter out the unmatched sector. The values are statistically selected based on the frequency of occurrence according to offset. The effectiveness of our methodology is evaluated through several experiments.
I. INTRODUCTION
Among various forensic techniques, data search is the most basic method and is is one of the most significant techniques. In digital forensic field, the search means that a forensic examiner finds out already known data or file from a plaintiff or other case in target machine such as PC, laptop, smartphone, USB, database, etc. Especially in e-discovery or leaking confidential information case, whether the known file exists in the suspect's system can be a very important key [1] , [2] .
The simplest method for searching is matching every bit of target data and data storage; this method is called bytewise matching [3] . The bytewise matching can find the target files in any data storage, however, it is time-consuming and it requires considerable resources of a computer. Besides, time for the operation is hard to estimate as it is greatly affected by a specification of the analysis system and performance of the storage medium. Analyzing a file system is an another method to identify the known data [4] . By using this method, The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Muhammad Imran Tariq . files would be sorted by time or name; the examiner can find the data created at a specific time or the peculiar word relative to a case. However, this method can produce the desired result only when the metadata area remains intact. If the examiner is unable to interpret the metadata or target file is deleted, this method can not be applied to forensic investigation. The keyword search and indexing technique can also be used. To extract words or sentences from a file, an automated program is required to parse an internal structure of the file and create a database for searching [5] . Based on parsed data that can be perceived by humans, a technique to find similar photos or sentences is also applicable to solve the search problem [6] , [7] . Image processing, plagiarism detection, and authorship verification are sub-fields of the methodology. This technique must support a high degree of human intuition and judgment locating the subtle variation.
Although the state-of-the-art techniques have been released, the concept of bytewise matching is still important to forensic examiners; it guarantees 100 percent true positive and 0 percent false negative. The filtering method using file system is vulnerable even to tiny anti-forensic techniques such as deleting file, formatting, renaming the file, changing time information of metadata, etc. The keyword search and indexing have an inherent risk of false-negative as the analysis of file system and file format must take precedence. The false-negative can be increased when the target files are formatted by the customized versions. Although AI techniques have been researched to identify the similar graphics and text, they can not ensure 0 false-negative rates (FNR). The fact that FNR would be non-zero is a sensitive issue especially in digital forensics since a piece of critical evidence could be missed permanently.
The most famous method of bytewise matching is the complete enumeration that compares hash values in a sector between a storage device and a target file. The hash comparison method always makes FNR zero and false positive rate (FPR) near zero. However, its complexity gets impractical as the size of the target increases [8] . It's no wonder that ordinary people may generate gigabytes of information a month. As smartphones that have terabytes memory have also been released, the size of data that needs to be analyzed has been increasing exponentially. The increase in storage capacity has presented the extreme challenges for searching the target data due to the requirement of considerable resource and time [9] , [10] . As searching data has become resource-intensive and time-consuming, examination cost has also increased significantly as well [11] . This issue can lead to a more serious problem when the examiner investigates not only a person but a corporation or organization group that has a huge number of computer systems. To overcome the limitation of hash comparison, random sampling was suggested based on probability statistics [11] , [12] , [13] . The random sampling drastically reduces usage of memory and time, however, it can not assure zero FNR; there is a trade-off between time and accuracy. This paper proposes a novel methodology to search the known target data on the data storage. The main concept of our approach is merging characteristics of complete enumeration and random sampling described above. Note, the objective of our approach focuses on not semantically identical data but bytewise matching data. We do not use traditional cryptographic hashing but 16-byte values statistically chosen in a sector. Our method, which adapts probability and statistics, is as follows: (1) select 16-byte values for all sectors of the target data by statistical sampling, (2) explore sectors on the data storage by region unit, (3) compare chosen 16-byte values in a sector between a storage device and a target data. The region means that the minimum amount of data that can be read by the file system. We verify that FPR gets near zero as the collision resistance of statistically selected 16-byte values is incredibly similar to the MD5 hash algorithm. The main contributions of this work can be summarized as follows.
• We propose a novel methodology that takes advantage of complete enumeration and random sampling. Through this approach, the forensic examiners can have their cake and eat it; computing resources and processing time.
• We address the probability distribution for offset-value of data storage. The distribution may be used in various forensic areas such as data carving, triage, abnormality detection, etc.
• We verify that only 16-byte values in a sector can be forensic signature if they are selected by statistically.
In the forensic search problem, this method can be used as an alternative to the cryptographic hash. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Related works are presented in Section II. In Section III, our first proposed method named random offset sampling is described. Next, we introduce our advanced method in Section IV. In Section V, we prove that the introduced method is useful in practice through an experiment. Finally, we give the conclusion and the future work in Section VI.
II. RELATED WORK
Various forensic methods for detecting target data have been researched. The previous studies acknowledged that since the full investigation such as complete enumeration search is impractical, they focused on making FNR acceptable to the forensic examiner. To develop the methods more significantly and practically, the previous researches tried to sharpen discrimination algorithms and to reduce the size of data storage.
A. DISCRIMINATING BETWEEN DATA
A comparison bit by bit can verify whether two data are identical or not. However, the method is considered impractical as it requires comprehensive computing resources. Therefore, forensic examiners have used hash algorithms like MD5 and SHA256. The hash is appropriate to find the same data since the hash functions generate very different hash value for a similar bitstream. To identify similar data, bytewise approximate matching algorithms were developed; ssdeep [14] , sdhash [15] , and mrsh-v2 [16] . They show notable achievement but it takes more time than cryptographic hash. For this reason, the forensic examiners tend to use the algorithms when they analyze not disk volume but a limited number of files. To reduce processing time and memory usage rate, Penrose et al. [17] used a bloom filter of target files. They generated the entries for more than 200 million blocks in bloom filter and then verified that fragments of target data on storage media can be detected in 2 hours even though using legacy equipment. McKeown et al. [18] suggested first 4KB and last 4KB of the file as forensic signatures. They verified that the hash value for the part of the file can be used for discriminating whether two files are identical with high low FPR. Although it focused on using filesystem data to find the files, unlike previous researches, only part of a file can be used as an input of hash functions in digital forensics. Note, Penrose et al. [17] and McKeown et al. [18] designed their algorithm made for a faster initial scan. The methods focus on hitting at least one sector of target data in a short time.
B. REDUCING THE QUANTITIES OF STORAGE
The filtering techniques based on contents of a file have been studied as an alternative to the full investigation. Da Cruz Nassif and Hruschka [19] downsized target medium by document clustering and Beebe et al. [20] classified files through n-gram vector and data type. Iqbal et al. [21] also suggested an efficient resizing method based on the e-mail file format. For example, the messages sent and received are filtered by time information or relationship with people. Decherchi et al. [22] and Dagher and Fung [23] focused on not file type but contents itself as a standard of filtering. Beebe et al. [24] and SaiKrishna et al. [25] parsed text by analyzing the internal structure of the file first and then searched the data including specific keywords. The keywords could be generated by a predefined process or defined by a forensic analyst. Image file clustering also has been researched to save the examiner's trouble. Caldelli et al. [26] proposed a function that supports clustering given images to reduce computational complexity and to improve the true-positive rate (TPR). Amerini et al. [27] proposed a method for camera identification through image clustering. Villalba et al. [28] targeted images taken by smartphones. Based on a characteristic of the images such as sensor pattern noise, they proposed a clustering method using the combination of hierarchy and the use of sensor noise. Lin and Li [29] introduced the challenges of large-scale image clustering and proposed a novel framework based on camera fingerprints without a training process. The described methods can be used when the contents of the file are already extracted from data volume. The preprocess phase such as extracting files from volume and interpreting raw data of the files would be impractical as it can be so time-consuming and resource-intensive on the field. Another drawback is that the methods can not support finding data in the unallocated area when the examiner analyzes data storage.
Reducing the size of target object itself can be a good alternative when the forensic examiner collects evidence. In the digital forensic community, it is called a 'triage' [30] . Triage means that an onsite or field approach for providing the identification, analysis, and interpretation of digital data without requirement of having to take the systems back to the lab for an in-depth examination or acquiring a complete forensic image. Real-time triage [31] , digital media triage [32] , and case-based reasoning method [33] were proposed as sub-field of triage, however, the studies are applicable to only live system. Quick and Choo [34] developed a process reducing data volume when imaging. They focused on selecting key files such as operating system artifacts, messages, logs, etc. These triage methods are rule-based search algorithm so it could handle the large volume of data effectively. Nevertheless, the suggested methods have a critical limitation that they are vulnerable to anti-forensic attack. They could be inapplicable when the file system or database is not interpreted correctly. For instance, if data storage is formatted by a customized file system, triage methods are inapplicable as the file system can not be interpreted and the files on the volume can not be identified. It is also possible to miss the crucial evidence because indexing or data carving is limited in the live system.
Comparing hashes in sectors between data storage and target file would be the most reasonable method if an examiner should find already known file or data completely [8] . When the forensic examiner must gain knowledge about the existence of target file or data such as child pornography, confidential document, fragment of malware, etc. in data storage damaged by anti-forensic technique, comparison of raw data could be the only way. The simplest and the most accurate method is the complete enumeration for raw data, however, as mentioned in Section I, it has become an impractical method as the storage capacity has increased. Garfinkel et al. [35] proposed random sampling for rapid triage. Instead of comparing all data in the data storage, they compared hash between the target data and samples randomly chosen from data storage. The concept of this method can be pragmatic in that it explores raw data without considering the file system or file format.
1) RANDOM SAMPLING
Random sampling for data storage is correlated to hypergeometric distribution; a kind of an urn problem in probability theory, where an urn consists of two colors ball. In random sampling [35] , two balls mean null and non-null sectors. Then the probability of not finding non-null sectors can be presented as follow:
N, K, m, and x respectively represent a total number of sectors, total non-null sectors count, considered the quantity of samples, and the number of successful attempts to find non-null sectors. Although the random sampling proposed to distinguish between the null sector and the non-null sector, it carried the meaningful footstep as it was presented as an alternative to complete enumeration. Taguchi [12] and Canceill [13] suggested the methodology to identify a key file employing the random sampling that searches the volume by the transaction block which is the logical size of the volume. Transaction block is generally 4 KB and it corresponds to the cluster concept. As the search and comparison work by transaction block requires less I/O operation than by sector unit, this approach was able to improve the processing speed.
Even though random sampling is an effective method, a lot of time must be still required when working on the large-scale volume especially. Specifically, the hard disk may cause a considerable pressure to the computer system as I/O processing speed is much slower than CPU and memory. To solve this problem, Bharadwaj and Singh [11] suggested a novel approach that divides the storage media into the region and explores in consecutive order. The region consists of sectors and the size of the region is determined experimentally considering I/O operation. Samples are chosen randomly in each region and then compared with target data by the hash value. They verified that this approach can assist in alleviating the number of read requests and concerned time complexities.
Although the random sampling provides high-speed matches, it still has two drawbacks: the inapplicability in detecting whole data and the existence of false-negative. Though this method shows good performance when finding a piece of target data, it cannot be used to find all sectors of target data. If the target data are fragmented in volume, there is no choice to solve the problem. The existence of false-negative is a more critical factor in forensic investigation. As Hirano et al. [36] evaluated the random sample's effectiveness experimentally, the method cannot find files less than 720 bytes on Windows OS. The evidence may never be found anymore if the evidence cannot be detected although the target was in the storage media. As the random sampling was based on the assumption that the data of the file is uniformly saved in each region, it sometimes does not properly work in the field. To remedy the drawbacks, we propose a novel method based on the ideas of random sampling and complete enumeration. Our method that is going to be described can balance the requirements of digital forensics: time efficiency and evidence detection with zero FNR.
III. PROPOSED METHOD 1 : RANDOM OFFSET SAMPLING
In our firstly proposed method, we use the byte values randomly chosen in a sector as a forensic signature. In this method, it is assumed that the probability distribution of byte values for each offset is a uniform distribution. We choose 16-byte values arbitrarily in a sector as the collision resistance gets to be 1/2 128 on the assumption. Though using more bytes will improve accuracy, we considered that using more byte stream will have a negative effect on time performance as it requires more comparison operations. In addition, the 16byte stream's accuracy is enough to find target data through the experiment described in Section V; therefore, similar to MD5, we used 16-byte values as the signature.
First, the 16 offsets randomly selected for each sector of the target file, the corresponding byte values are stored with offset in the offset-value corpus. After then, sectors of data storage are explored by the region unit. This method explores all sectors by region unit to reduce the delay time due to frequent I/O; this idea comes from [11] . The default size of the region is set as the cluster size, however, memory tolerance should be considered in the analysis environment system. This helps to reduce processing time especially analyzing HDD. When exploiting data storage, comparison sectors on region are examined in reverse order. For example, when the region size is 4KiB, we firstly compare between all nth sectors that are nmod8(=4KiB/512Byte)≡ 0 and the last sector on the regions. If they are matched, we continue exploring the preceding sectors; if not, the next region is examined. This process progresses consecutively until the last region (See Figure 3 ). Algorithm 1 shows the process of random offset sampling. R D i is the ith region of data storage and R T j is the jth region of target data. In the line 4 and line 6, S n means an nth sector of the region R. In the line 8, O j,k means an offset set which of elements are selected randomly at kth sector of jth region on target data, and V is value set corresponding to O j,k (See Figure 2 ). If only one value of data storage does not correspond to that of target data, the algorithm decides that they are different. Therefore, through searching by region unit in reverse order, the number of comparison operations should be cut down. The fact that file slack could be detected is another advantage of this approach. If the fragments of target data remain at the back end of the cluster, this method can identify them.
This suggested method makes FNR zero as it compares all sectors of data storage and target file. When this method compares two sectors, the collision resistance of the proposed method is theoretically 1/2 128 which is the same as MD5. In the random offset sampling, a phase of hash calculation is not required, so this method has merit in the processing time relatively. The effectiveness of the proposed algorithm is proved through an experiment in Section V.
Nevertheless, this method has a risk factor that the collision resistance is based on the assumption; the probability distribution of byte values for each offset is uniform distribution. 
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for l = 1 to 16 do 11: if V D l = V T l then 12: goto line 5 13: end if 14: if l = 16 then 15: L ← (i, j, k) 16: end if 17: end for 18: end for 19: end for 20: end for If the distribution is not uniform, the collision resistance cannot guarantee 1/2 128 . This fact can be prompt considerable false positive. In the next section, we figure out the real distribution through analyzing storage mediums actually in use and verify whether the assumption is reasonable or not.
IV. PROPOSED METHOD 2 : STATISTICAL OFFSET SAMPLING
To verify the real probability distribution of byte values for each offset, we investigated 50 storage mediums. Table 1 shows the medium's specifications such as capacity, file system, medium type. The mediums have been connected to PC and used by people. We examined the frequency of the bye values for specific offset and documented it as a ratio from 0 to 1. It can be described as P o (v) that o and v respectively represent specific offset in a sector and byte value. The range of o is from 0 to 511 since the size of the sector is 512 bytes and the range of v is from 0 × 0 to 0 × FF since it represents 1 byte. To identify a shape of the distribution on storage devices, we drew a graph chart for 0∼511 offsets. Figure 4 shows an example of a storage medium (a) which is described in Table 1 .
If the distribution follows a uniform distribution, all probability would be 1/256 and the appearance of a graph would be an even shape. However, as seen in Figure 4 , the shape of distribution extremely different from flat shape. It is observed that the probability of 0 × 00 value is extremely higher than other values for all offsets and the 0 × FF's probability tends to be higher than others. Similar to the graph for medium (a), we drew graphs for the experimental storage mediums. Figure 4 shows the graphs of 6 mediums marked in Table 1 as an example. Including the 6 mediums, all graphs are analogous in that the probability of 0 × 00 value is greater than other values. To identify the graph shape of offsets except 0×00 value, we regarded the frequency of 0×00 as an outlier and drew the graphs like Figure 5 .
Though the 0 × 00 values are removed on the charts, it is visible to the naked eye that there are wide variations; it means that the distribution of offset-value is completely different from the uniform distribution. The graphs of (a), (c), and (d) shows different shape though they are NTFS without Windows OS. We presume that the variety comes from the user's intent. For example, the user may use the 1TB HDD for storage of video files as they generally require large capacity, on the other hand, the 512GB HDD may be used for recording photos, presentation files, etc. Note, the graphs for the rest of the mediums not included in the figure also show a similar appearance. Based on this knowledge, we improved the random offset sampling by not arbitrarily but statistically selecting the 16 offsets through calculating the probability of value's ratio for each offset. If the 16 offset-values with less frequency can be chosen, FPR would be significantly dropped. To advance our method, we verified the real distribution of byte value with the experimental data.
A. PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTION OF BYTE VALUE'S RATIO
The probability distribution of the byte value's ratio doesn't follow the known probability distribution shape including the uniform distribution or normal distribution as seen in Figure. 4 and Figure 5 . Instead, we figured out that the distribution on the same medium has similar in appearance and medium's distributions look a bit similar pattern, for example, the frequency of 0 × 00 and 0 × FF values tends to higher than others. To test that the characteristics are statistically robust, we tested the hypothesises by the experimental data from storage mediums. Firstly, the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test is used to test whether the distributions of value's ratio for each offset come from the same distribution [37] . We chose the (a)∼(f) mediums marked in Table 1 as sample and 130, 816(= 512 C 2 ) tests were performed per one medium as there are 512 distributions. The null hypothesis was that the distributions on arbitrary two offsets come from the same distribution and the significance level was 5%. As a result of the test, the null hypothesis was rejected in 130,816 tests out of a total 784, 896(= 130, 816 × 6) tests; 41,210 tests on medium (a), 34,515 tests on medium (b), 7,845 tests on medium (c), 10,014 tests on medium (d), 21,471 tests on medium (e), and 15,761 tests on medium (f) were rejected. Through this result, we verified that the assumption that the distributions are from the same distribution is not valid.
In sequence, we tested the hypothesis that the byte values for specific offsets are from the same distribution regardless of mediums. Similar to the previous test, the 6 mediums were used as a sample and a total of 7, 680(= 6 C 2 × 512) tests were examined. The Kolmogorov-Smirnov test was also performed at the 5% significance level. As a result, since 7,670 tests were rejected so the assumption was also rejected.
Finally, we estimated a population ratio of specific byte value on specific offset. To check whether the distributions satisfy the central limit theorem, we performed the normality test. We chose the 30 devices from the experimental storage mediums randomly and then we calculated the mean of the ratio a hundred times. For example from chosen the 30 devices, the ratio of the 0 × 00 value on the 0 × 00 offset is selected and then the mean of the ratios is calculated. Figure 6 shows the histogram of the means of the 0 × 00 ∼ 0 × 09 values on the 0 × 00 offset. As seen in the histogram, the sample means for each value follows approximately the normal distribution so it can be verified that the values for specific offsets satisfy the central limit theorem. Based on the theorem, we calculated the mean of the sample means as seen in Table 2 . The values in the table show population ratio of offset-value because the mean of the sample means is approximately close to the population mean. The ratio of 0×00 was extremely higher on the medium as the unallocated area remains 0×00 due to the default value of the data storage saved as 0 × 00. Another characteristic found was that 0 × FF frequency was detected higher than any other figure except 0 × 00. We inferred that the unallocated area in a file such as the unused area is mostly filled by 0 × FF (See Figure 7) . The fact that 0 × FF is used as end of file marker or end of record marker in the NTFS MFT can be another possible reason for the many occurrences.
B. OFFSET SAMPLING
Based on the calculated distribution from the previous section, the 16 offsets with the smallest expected probability can be selected as shown in the following equation.
The o means the offset, and v means the byte value which is stored on the o. P o indicates the probability of the v at the o. Likewise the random offset sampling, the target data is inputted and then the 16 offset-values are chosen for comparison. The method to search on the target data is equal to the method suggested in Section III. So, this method searches the target data by the region unit and the sectors, inside the region, are examined in reverse order. By comparing the selected 16 offset-values, the identical sectors can be detected. Since the suggested method employs the complete enumeration, the FNR gets 0. The FPR is expected to be lower compared to the proposed method 1 as this method uses statistical sampling.
V. EXPERIMENT
We tested empirically the four algorithms: traditional hash comparison method by sector unit, random sampling method suggested by [11] , random offset sampling, and statistical offset sampling. The equation of FNR, collision resistance, and time for the four algorithms are represented in Table 3 . t represents the data size of the target. d represents the size of the data storage. T h represents the time for calculating the MD5 hash value. T c represents the time for comparing the two 16 bytes strings. T p represents the time for calculating the equation 2. P(t) represents the percentage of samples needed for examining storage media based on the size of target data suggested in [11] . Note, the collision resistance of the random offset sampling is the theoretical value based VOLUME 7, 2019 on the assumption that the byte values stored in the medium follow the uniform distribution. Collision resistance of statistical offset sampling shows the minimum and the maximum based on equation 2. For example, the collision resistance can be 1/10 2 when all byte values of a region are 0 entirely.
A. EXPERIMENT METHOD
We tested 256GB (536,870,912 sectors) SSD and 1TB (2,147,483,648 sectors) HDD actually in use. Before testing processing speed can be faster than this experiment if using multi-thread [18] .
B. RESULT -TIME Table 4 shows the processing time of algorithms. Statistical offset sampling took more time in the initialization phase than other methods as it should calculate probability before selecting the 16 offsets. However, as the search goes on, the search time was rapidly reduced compared to other methods. Compared to random offset sampling, the time gets relatively reduced as the size of data storage increases. Although two methods are equal in the data search order, statistical offset sampling can detect the unmatched sectors faster than random offset sampling because the former one compares the selected offsets of statistically low frequency. In other words, the number of comparison operation has declined and this fact affects the processing time. Especially, when the target data was relatively small like the DOCX, the statistical offset sampling method took less time, compared to using random sampling as seen in Figure 8 . This is because reading disk spent less time than calculating the hash for 13.5 percent of data storage and comparing the hash list.
Another remarkable thing was the processing time of random sampling. Regardless of the size of the target data, it showed a similar time performance. Other methods require more comparison operation as target data increase in size. Especially hash comparison method was impractical when the size of the target data was more than 80MB. This is because the three methods except random sampling adopt complete enumeration so the processing time increases linearly.
C. RESULT -ACCURACY
The accuracy of the algorithm is as much important as time in digital forensics. Specifically, forensic examiners are sensitive to false-negative as they can miss critical evidence. Table 5 shows the experimental results including accuracy for each method and target. Note, as seen in Table 4 , the algorithms except the random sampling required a considerable time, so we compared the results of docx, jpg, and exe file. True-positive (TP), true-negative (TN), false-positive (FP), and false-negative (FN) in the table means the number of the sector found in the medium. The total number of sectors of media and target file can be seen in Section V-A.
The notable factor is that TP of random sampling is lower and FN of the same method is dramatically higher than the other methods; this is bound to be the algorithm characteristics. Specifically, any fragment of docx file was not detected as this results from the characteristics of how the file is stored in the medium [36] . Generally, data are saved in the consecutive sector when the file is stored in the data storage. In this experiment, the size of the data storage is 256GB while the size of docx file is 4MB that is 1.5 × 10 −5 percentage of the data storage. If the algorithm passes by the location where the data is saved, it will no longer be found since the target file is saved in consecutive order. In the case of jpg file, it detected sectors in two fragments out of three. These results imply that the random sampling is suitable to not find all fragments of the target but identify the existence of the target file rapidly. The other methods detect the entire sectors regardless of the target type as they conduct complete enumeration. All algorithms showed FP more than 0. Our analysis found some parts of the target file, like Figure 7 , were the same to the unallocated area of other files by chance. The result of the experiment -Time (second). Note, the * mark means the location of the target file's last sector. When the processing time is longer than 14 days, the estimated time is recorded. On the other hand, random offset sampling and statistical offset sampling had a difference in FP but not in TP. The FP occurs when 16 selected offsets from the target file are the same as the other file or the unallocated area of the file system by chance. Since the FP of random offset sampling was higher than the one of statistical offset sampling, the F1 score of random offset sampling was observed lower than the one of statistical offset sampling. 
D. DISCUSSION
Through the experiment, we verified the performance of the algorithms and learned how to use the proposed method and previous researches correctly when finding target data on data storage. We wish to share the following lessons:
• The 16 bytes extracted from the sector can be used as an alternative to cryptographic hash when a forensic examiner wants to find target data on data storage.
• If the bytes are selected statistically, it is more powerful to find a fragment of the target file than randomly selection.
• The proposed method shows good performance to identify all traces of the target file. However, if the goal is to check for only the existence of the fragment of the target file and the size of the target file is over 10MB, random sampling will show the best performance.
• Applying our method to existing random sampling methods will give better performance as hash operations are not required.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have proposed a new approach which mixes the advantages of complete enumeration and random sampling. Our proposed method searches all areas of data storage entirely and compares with target data, as a result, false-negative gets zero. To overcome the limitation of complete enumeration that imposes an extensive delay in the investigation process, we used 16 bytes in a sector between a storage device and a target file instead of hash comparison. The byte values are chosen statistically based on the probability distribution estimated by the central limit theorem, so we can determine whether two sectors are identical or not using the values with high accuracy. This method searches data by region unit instead of the sector; the processing time is significantly reduced. We proved that the proposed method can be used as an alternative to previous methods through the empirical experiment. We also verified that the true negative is very close to hash comparison and the processing speed can be faster than random sampling in particular cases. A limitation of our method is that the processing time increases linearly as the size of the target data increases. This method can not deal with semantically identical files and encrypted data. Another drawback is that an interpretation of accuracy can be misled if the distribution deduced from an imbalanced data-set.
Despite this limitation, the result of this study can provide a significant contribution to digital forensics as the proposed method can support previous researches. This paper can inspire forensic researchers and examiners as our concept is applicable to other sub-fields of digital forensics such as data carving, forensic triage, abnormality detection, slack detection, etc. The future work is to clustering devices and profiling an individual based on the proposed algorithm. We will also apply our methodology to identifying specific file formats such as video, document, graphics, etc.
